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Agenda:  Present:  Peggy, Leesa, Crystal 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
 

 
3. EMAS 

 
 

a. UA Scholar changes – setting up recruit record in Banner, exporting from Banner for EMAS.  
Need to recap where we are currently at with this situation  
 

b. Bridge update  
Recap where we are at with testing. 
 

4. Patrick Update  
 

5. Other items/updates 
 
We discussed where we were with bridge testing.   
 
Discussed the new UA scholar process and that we all agreed a new address/email type should be set up for 
the UA scholars coming in from the high schools.   
 
We discussed the college code situation.  We realized that Banner uses one set of codes for colleges and 
EMAS uses a different set of codes.  Crystal thinks it is ACT-Banner and SAT-EMAS.  The problem is the 
tables have not been updated for some time and there are numerous codes in Banner that are not identified in 
the crosswalk.  What we need to do is get updated lists from ACT and SAT, and make sure that those codes 
are listed in Banner in the crosswalk correctly.  From there, we also need to take the right set of codes and 
upload into EMAS so that any new codes coming from Banner will have codes in our EMAS validation tables.  
Peggy will work with Pat and Patty to figure out which crosswalk table we are looking at and find out what the 
policy is for updating, plus she will confirm which codes (ACT or SAT) are used in Banner.  From there, Crystal 
will work with the EMAS coordinators to get the crosswalk updated and make sure all three campuses have a 
file which they can use to update their EMAS validation table.  Crystal will explore if there is a way to upload 
that information into EMAS so that we don’t have to do manual entry.  
 
 We discussed some alternative times for meeting.  Crystal will talk with Patrick and Julie and see what 
times/days will work for them on meetings, and will  


